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Station Values – Flat To Up This Year. Short of a near-term catalyst that could 
drive multiples higher or lower, media brokers don’t anticipate much change in the 
overall direction of station valuations in 2016. Media Services Group director Bob 
Heymann expects multiples in the 6.0 to 7.5 trailing broadcast cash flow range, 
about where they were in 2015. Patrick Communications managing partner Larry 
Patrick sees small market station valuations in the 5-6 times range, medium markets 
at 6-7 times, and large markets pushing toward 7.5 times. Robust, industry-wide 
revenue growth would push multiples higher, Media Venture Partners managing 
director Elliot Evers says. But he’s not betting on that in the short-term. “Quality 
broadcast assets are still in demand, but that demand is not sufficiently deep to 
drive average multiples higher,” Evers says. While most brokers interviewed by 
Inside Radio expect valuations to be flat this year, Kalil & Co. founder & President 
Frank Kalil believes supply and demand economics will push prices higher. “Station 
values will continue to rise because we have more buyers than sellers,” Kalil says. 
He adds that “quality signals will continue to command high prices, even without 
cash flow.” But Heymann says AM stick values “will continue to decline at least until 
the new FM translator rules have taken effect and demonstrate how helpful they are 
to AM stations.” When the FCC’s AM Revitalization Rulemaking takes effect, brokers 
expect the FCC to be flooded with translator deals. But the huge supply may keep 
translator prices in check. “Because there is a strong supply in many markets, I do not think that we will see prices overall 
move much from where they have been for the last six months,” Patrick says. Not everyone agrees. “In smaller and mid-size 
markets, translators can be used effectively as another FM station,” Evers says. “Additionally, the ability to move some of 
these translators into larger markets will drive value.”

Expect More Than One Alpha Dealer in 2016. After a year of dealmaking dominated by a single, fiercely acquisition-
minded company – Alpha Media – the stage is set for other players to build their assets and valuations in 2016. “Alpha 
will be much more measured in its acquisition activity in the near term as it works to integrate the portfolio of assets it has 
assembled,” says Media Venture Partners managing director Elliot Evers. “Given this dynamic, the door for new acquirers is 
now open, but the list of active buyers is very short.” Topping brokers’ watch list for acquisitions in 2016 are Jeff Warshaw’s 
Connoisseur Media, especially with new financial backing from Petrus Holding Company. “We would expect to see Jeff 
continuing to strategically add assets,” Evers says. Other private companies likely to 
continue to evaluate adding properties this year are Ron Stone’s Adams Radio Group 
and Duke Wright’s Midwest Communications, along with regional players like Mapleton 
Communications, Kerby Confer’s Forever Media and Tom Walker’s Mid-West Family 
Broadcasting. Much of the growth is likely to come in medium, small and unrated 
markets. “While there could be a small handful of properties in top-25 markets made 
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available in 2016, we do believe the bulk of the activity will continue to be focused on small and medium markets,” Media 
Venture Partners managing director Bill Fanning says. “There simply aren’t that many sellers in large markets – for the 
most part those properties have already been consolidated.” But keep an eye on larger market consolidators like Entercom, 
Hubbard and Bonneville, along with Saga which became more acquisitive in 2015. M&A Wildcards: One broker predicts 
‘at least two major surprises in 2016.’ Get the story at InsideRadio.com.

New Slew Of Owners To Keep M&A at ‘15 Levels. Total deal volume reached $815.3 million for radio transactions 
announced in 2015, according to SNL Kagan. That’s closer to 2012 and 2013 levels than 2014’s $1.515 billion. One reason 
for lighter dollar volume is that lenders and other financial investors who ended up owning or controlling radio groups as a 
result of the 2008-2009 financial crisis have sold off those assets, sometimes taking painful, but necessary write-downs. 
“We have now come to the end of that workout or restructuring cycle, and the ‘unnatural owners’ have been replaced by the 
Larry Wilsons and Duke Wrights of the world,” Media Venture Partners managing director Bill Fanning says. “At this point in 
the cycle, the supply of stations to be sold will now be much more owner-specific,” Fanning says, pointing to retirements and 
generational changes among owners that could bring new inventory to the marketplace. “That will keep the volume of M&A 
activity for 2016 more in line with 2015 than the pace we saw in previous years,” Fanning says. With so much attention on 
which public companies will come out on top in the television spectrum auction, radio has largely fallen off investors’ radar. 
“Radio has lost its luster to many investors, although it continues to be a strong cash-flow producer for most strong operators,” 
Patrick Communications managing partner Larry Patrick says. “Radio does not have traction with the Wall Street analysts 
and recent problems with some groups scare the investors when they consider this section. Much of the consolidation has 
already occurred and once a big company owns clusters, they rarely sell them.” 

Cumulus Slapped With Record-Setting Sponsor ID Settlement. The FCC Enforcement Bureau has reached a record-
setting $540,000 settlement with Cumulus Media over sponsorship identification in radio ads promoting a proposed energy 
project. It’s the largest payment in FCC history for a single-station violation of the Commission’s sponsorship ID laws. The 
settlement resolved an investigation into whether country “The Big 97.5” WOKQ Dover, New Hampshire violated the rules. 
The FCC claims the station aired 178 announcements in support of the Northern Pass 
hydro-electric energy project without identifying the sponsor of the announcements – a 
company with a financial interest in the project. The Northern Pass energy project is a $1 
billion proposal to run 180 miles of new power lines from Canada through New Hampshire. 
The Enforcement Bureau began its investigation after receiving a consumer complaint 
alleging that WOKQ had broadcast an announcement for the project in September 2011 
without identifying who sponsored the announcement. The FCC says its investigation 
found the station had broadcast multiple versions of the announcements from May through 
October 2011 that referenced the Northern Pass project but none of them expressly identify 
Northern Pass Transmission LLC, a company with a financial interest in the project, as the sponsor. Under a Consent 
Decree, Cumulus will pay a penalty of $540,000 and enter into what the Enforcement Bureau calls “a robust compliance plan” 
covering 195 stations. It includes appointing a Compliance Officer, enhanced operating procedures, employee training on 
sponsorship ID laws, and a hotline for reporting violations of the compliance plan. Legal ID: Tough talk from Enforcement 
Bureau chief Travis LeBlanc – go to InsideRadio.com.

CES: Consumer Choice Paramount To Automakers. Canvassing auto execs at CES, Jacobs Media found a common 
sentiment about AM/FM radio. “To a person they said AM/FM radio is still critically important,” president Fred Jacobs said. 
“They go out of their way to tell you that they are listeners as well.” Yet typically the next words out of their mouth have to do 
with a firm commitment to giving consumers choice and not confining them to a particular platform or option. “We want to 
give them everything and let them choose,” was a typical response, according to Jacobs. For broadcasters that makes the 
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connected car a more complicated and option-ridden landscape. A new study of 1,012 American consumers by KS&R for 
Autotrader.com found 77% saying they want a car with all the technology features they want and another 57% indicating they 
would prefer automakers focus on better integrating smartphones into a generic system that would be available in all vehicles 
from all manufacturers, such as Apple Car Play or Android Auto. At CES, the consensuses among automakers, according to 
Jacobs, was to make both platforms available in their vehicles. Dan Kinney, director, user experience, General Motors, said 
the company doesn’t want to choose between one or the other. So while there was a sense of trepidation among automakers 
last year about Apple and Google invading their turf, carmakers are more likely to see them today as “partners rather than 
predators,” Jacobs said. While aggregators like iHeartRadio and TuneIn are integrated with both platforms, individual station 
apps are so far only compatible with Android Auto. Getting into Apple CarPlay “ought to be an industry priority,” Jacobs said.

Forecast: Event Sponsorships To Rise 7.4% In 2016. Looking to engage with current and prospective customers face-to-
face, marketers are increasingly turning to live events. Brands are expected to shell out $35 billion on event sponsorships 
in 2016, an increase of 7.4% over last year, according to the Zenith Optimedia. That makes event sponsorship one of the 
fastest growing marketing services. And with good reason. More than three in four festival attendees (76%) favor brands that 
sponsor a tour or a concert, according to Nielsen Music, and 74% have a more positive impression of a brand after a live 
event engagement. “There’s a greater connection with a brand if there’s a one-on-one experience with the consumer,” Tommy 
Page, SVP of brand partnerships at Westwood One/Cumulus Media, says in a new blog post. “That emotional attachment 
stays with the consumer and in turn leads to brand loyalty and increased social conversation.” For instance, Westwood One 
hosted a backstage event last year at the Academy of Country Music Awards. A photo booth with music stars, sponsored by 
Advance Auto Parts, brought in over 4.4 million total social media impressions. At next month’s Grammy Awards, Westwood 
One will throw a rooftop party overlooking the lights of L.A. and featuring entertainment industry heavyweights, while guests 
dance to the sounds of celebrity DJ Audien and popstars DNCE (featuring front man Joe Jonas). The network is selling 
activations to national and local advertisers for the event and plans to conduct national contesting around it. “There’s no 
denying the power of live events,” says Pierre Bouvard, the company’s chief marketing officer. “From music festivals to 
tailgate parties, advertisers are making meaningful fan connections that go beyond traditional media messaging.”

SNL Kagan: Radio Station Sales Exceed $160 Million in Q4. Radio station mergers & acquisitions volume topped out 
at $160.4 million in the fourth quarter, according to new data released by SNL Kagan. TV deals totaled $326.4 million, for 
total broadcast stations sales of $486.8 million—a much lower tally than third-quarter 2015’s $3+ 
billion, although more than volume in the first half of the year. Fourth quarter 2015’s top radio deal 
was Wilks Broadcast Group’s $54 million/8.1x cash flow (CF) sale of its three-station cluster in the 
Denver market to sports and real estate mogul Stan Kroenke’s Kroenke Sports & Entertainment. 
This is the year’s second-largest exchange of the year. Wilks also sold rock Columbus outlets 
“QFM-96” WLVQ to Saga Communications for $13 million (7.4 x CF) and WHOK and WZOH to 
Radio One for $2 million. The average radio cash flow multiple remained unchanged at 6.7 x for the 
year. SNL Kagan also reports that there were no billion-dollar broadcast deals in Q4 and only one 
transaction of more than $100 million, although with 37 transactions of $1 million or more, fourth-quarter 2015 delivered a 
“similarly solid number” of million-dollar deals as the previous quarter, which saw 38 deals exceeding $1 million.

More News, Better Updates—Get the Industry’s Full Story at InsideRadio.com. Pittman To Receive Broadcasters 
Foundation’s Golden Mike Award… Cash Flow Makes Radio a Worthy Investment… All-Female ‘Trifecta’ Part Of ESPN’s 
New Weekend Lineup… College Opens Radio Studio in DC To Get Voices Heard… Read these and other stories as they 
happen at InsideRadio.com, your online destination for breaking news.
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On The Inside With... Scott Shannon
Scott Shannon has earned a place in 
just about every broadcasting and radio 
hall of fame there is—and rightfully so. 
He famously took CHR “Z100” WHTZ 
New York “from worst to first” in the ‘80s 
and altered the sound of morning radio 
with “The Morning Zoo.”

A New York radio icon for three 
decades, Shannon spent a record-
setting 22 years as morning cohost on 
hot AC WPLJ (95.5). 

With the second anniversary of his 
arrival in mornings at CBS Radio 
classic hits WCBS-FM approaching, 
the storied broadcaster offered a progress report, a 
look back and his advice for aspiring young talent. An 
edited transcript follows.

IR: On your first show at WCBS-FM, Cousin Brucie 
called in and gave you some advice: “Relax, do 
whatever you want to do and don’t listen to anyone.” 
Are you following that advice?

With all due respect to Cousin Brucie, I’ve always 
listened to other people. I work with a guy I respect a 
lot—[senior VP of programming] Jim Ryan—and I have 
a great morning crew around me and I work with an 
incredible staff of personalities and we all talk and share 
ideas. Obviously, at the end, I do what I think is right. 

IR: How has your show evolved in the nearly two 
years since you joined WCBS-FM?

They had a very good radio station when I arrived. Our 
goals were to increase the female listenership, do a 
better job at penetrating the New Jersey market and 
get the average age down a little bit. And I’m happy to 
say we’ve succeeded at doing all three. 

IR: You’ve said one of the most important attributes 
of a successful personality is curiosity. What are 
you most curious about and how do you turn that 
into entertaining morning radio?
 
People enjoy looking into someone else’s life. If you 
can put yourself out there and make it interesting, 
that’s a big part of a compelling morning show. As 
many people have said in the past, it’s like “Friends” 

or “Seinfeld”— you have characters 
on your show and you try to bring 
out their personalities and things 
that would be interesting to other 
people. Sometimes you might have 
to magnify their characteristics but 
that’s called show business. We 
have a group of people that come 
from different backgrounds and 
have different ideas and different 
opinions. It’s fun to see it all mix 
together, or clash. It’s almost like 
“Today” or “Good Morning America” 
where we talk about the day’s events. 
We don’t do Phone Taps or a War Of 
the Roses, we just talk about what’s 

going on in the world and in New York. Sometimes 
it’s funny, sometimes it’s intriguing and sometimes it’s 
sad. It’s different every day. 

IR: Classic hits has evolved further into the ‘80s, 
the decade when you launched Z100. How does 
the fact that you played many of these songs as 
currents help you make an emotional connection 
with the music and the New York audience?

I’ve always been a music lover. I got into radio 
because I loved rock ‘n’ roll music and I couldn’t play 
an instrument or sing. So I did the next best thing, 
I played the records. Anyone that knows me knows 
I’m a walking encyclopedia of music from the late 
‘50s through today. Being a part of New York radio 
in the ‘80s, I got to meet and interview the people 
that made the music. So I know a lot about them and 
the music they gave us. I think people are interested 
in knowing a little bit about the stars, how they got 
successful and the stories behind their songs We’ve 
done promotions with Dennis DeYoung of Styx, Huey 
Lewis & The News and Joan Jett. We’ve had people 
like Eddie Money and Bon Jovi on the show several 
times. It’s really a good match—I lived the ‘80s and 
the music. But we also talk to and about the people 
that make today’s music. We’ve had Taylor Swift and 
Rob Thomas on the show and even Harry Connick, Jr. 
It’s a really delicate combination.

Shannon’s Lucky Star — The radio legend talks 
about helping Madonna early in her career—which 
she never forgot. Read the full story online at 
InsideRadio.com.
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Are you happy with the money and commissions you made in 2015?  
If not, let me introduce to you to Direct Media Power, Inc. (DMP).

DMP partners with every major national radio network and 1000s 
of local radio stations nationwide to liquidate millions of dollars 
of their unsold commercial radio airtime.  And we are currently 
looking for aggressive, local area Account Executives who want 
to work a proven inside sales system from our suburban Chicago 
location and make $100,000 plus.  We are, however, NOT looking 
for sales people who are content with making $60K/year.  With DMP 
you have the potential to earn a high income within 30-60 days 
of employment,  with no territory boundaries (you will be selling 
to national clients) and no caps on commissions.  In addition, you 
will work for a growing and entrepreneurial company.  This is a 
radio salespersons dream job! 

 

We are looking to add 6-10 salespeople to our growing team.  Don’t  
miss out on this opportunity.  For immediate consideration, email 
cover letter/resume to: shirleen@directmediapower.com, or 
just give her a call 630-256-8600 ext 7031.

LOCAL RADIO SALES - $100,000 PLUS

GENERAL SALES MANAGER OPPORTUNITIES - GREENVILLE, NC & AUGUSTA, GA
Beasley Media Group, Inc. is seeking two take-charge, dynamic, motivated radio sales leaders to manage 
our sales teams in Greenville, North Carolina and Augusta, Georgia.  The ideal candidate for each GSM 
position must create a culture of excellence, practice strong communication and presentation skills and 
demonstrate an ability to recruit top-performing sales talent.  The qualified candidate must have a proven 
track record in successfully developing, managing and leading a sales team.   

Qualifications:

• Minimum of four years of successful experience as a media account executive required.
• Minimum of two years of media management experience preferred. 
• Demonstrated history of revenue goal achievement, with consistent growth.
• Proven ability to coach and lead sales management teams across multiple markets to 
 deliver revenue budget. 
• Motivate account executives toward successfully maintaining strong relationships with local 
 and regional accounts and advertising agencies. 
• Build and maintain a quantifiable network of solid relationships with agency planners and clients.
• Work directly with key account executives to close business.
• Establish a quantifiable network of solid relationships with agency planners and clients.
• Stellar writing and presentations skills.

Send cover letter and resume to:    
Heather Monahan heather@bbgi.com 

and Kim Barber kim.barber@bbgi.com 

Beasley Media Group, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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